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Abstract
Local ultrasonic resonance spectroscopy (LURS) is a new approach to ultrasound signal analysis, which was necessitated
by a novel inspection method capable of the contact-free, localized, broadband generation and detection of ultrasound. By
performing a LURS scan, it is possible to detect local mechanical resonances of various features and of the specimen itself.
They are highly sensitive to local mechanical properties. By observing different parameters in the frequency spectrum (e.g.,
resonance amplitude and resonance peak frequency), geometrical, material and condition properties can be visualized for
all of the scanning positions. We demonstrate LURS for inspection of a carbon fiber reinforced polymer plate. Local defect
resonances of delaminations and a flat-bottom hole were detected in the frequency range from 25 to 110 kHz. Analyzing the
higher frequency range (0.3 MHz to 1.5 MHz) of the same scan, the shift of the thickness resonance frequency of the plate
and its higher-order resonance frequencies carry the information about the aluminum inclusions. LURS shows an advantage
in characterizing the localized features of the specimens via contact-free ultrasonic inspection.
Keywords Local ultrasonic resonance spectroscopy · Thickness resonance · Local resonance · Ultrasonic inspection

1 Introduction
There are two fundamental approaches to describe the elastodynamic state of a stationary body. On the one hand, motion
of the whole body (part) can be considered by observing its
non-periodic or (partially) periodic deformations, i.e., theory of vibration or modal analysis. On the other hand, we
can study how the mechanical waves distribute in the body,
i.e., wave motion theory. The wavelength of the motion can
be defined as a decisive criterium. It can be determined from
the periodicity of the motion, by knowing the material properties (or wave velocities) of the body. If the wavelength is
in an order of magnitude of the size of the body (part) or
longer, it is reasonable to use the theory of vibration; if the
wavelength is significantly smaller from the size of the body
(part), the motion can be better described by wave theory.
However, a certain duality is still present for the transition
between these two criteria, and it is especially pronounced
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for the motion of a broadband frequency. The experimental
equipment used in our experiment allowed us to consider
frequencies ranging from several kHz to the MHz range. A
pressure wave velocity of 2700 m/s for the test specimen
used in this study yielded wavelengths from the meter to
the sub-millimeter range. The mechanical behavior in the
4.1 mm thick specimen plate thus encompasses both regimes.
Down to 25 kHz, the natural oscillation of a feature is excited
together with up to 3-MHz US waves, which have fully
distinct thickness reflections. According to the described
duality, the thickness reflections can also be interpreted as
symmetric oscillations of the plate.
Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) is an established
method, in which the entire specimen (normally a cube) is
excited with the ultrasound (US) in a broadband frequency
range [1–3]. The integral material parameters of the specimen are obtained from the natural oscillation frequencies.
Local ultrasonic resonance spectroscopy (LURS) uses the
same principle, but applied locally.
In LURS, the specimen is excited locally, and its mechanical response is captured at a position nearby. Local resonances of US are acquired from the frequency spectrum of
the captured signal. While performing a scan, it is possible to
obtain material, geometrical, and other mechanical proper-
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ties for each of the scanning-grid locations, or to detect their
spatial change.
The term ‘local’ is relative to the object size, and the requisite criterium is having a size significantly larger than the
inspected region. The goal of LURS is to excite only a localized region of the object (e.g., a feature or defect) to capture
the natural mechanical behavior thereof. The local region of
the object responds with its local resonances. For example, in
the case of plates, we can detect the local thickness resonance
(TR).
It is evident that even locally excited motion will spread
through the entire specimen. However, high frequency components of motion are more strongly attenuated as the
distance from the excitation point increases. Thus, for the
higher frequencies of the motion considered, we can localize the region of interest, and thereby still use the theory of
vibration to approach the problem.
LURS extends local acoustic resonance spectroscopy
(LARS) to higher frequencies. In the latter method, the specimen is locally excited by mechanical impact [4–7]. The
mechanical response is captured in the air in the audible frequency range by a microphone. Local changes in the material
properties affect the amplitude of characteristic frequencies,
which can be plotted for all the scanning positions.
LURS uses US excited and captured in broadband frequency range without physically contacting the specimen in
order to achieve free local vibrations of the specimen. At the
same time, this approach allows us to perform a scan having repeatable inspection properties for all of the scanning
locations. A recently developed system comprising a photoacoustic US excitation and broadband optical microphone
made this possible.
In comparison to air-coupled ultrasound (ACU) inspection
methods, in which, due to the coupling problem, only narrowband transducers are conventionally used, LURS opens
a new dimension. Using light as an analogy, monochromatic
US becomes colored. By exciting white US, the inspected
object can be observed in US colors if the receiver is likewise sensitive to the full frequency spectrum.
To preserve all of the information, data captured by LURS
need to be organized in a 3-dimensional matrix. We refer to
it as a scan data matrix. This matrix has the following axes:
scanning position x, scanning position y, and time. The amplitude value of the captured signal for all the time instances is
registered for all the scanning grid positions. Furthermore,
the captured signal is converted to the frequency domain individually for all the scanning positions. We then obtain a scan
data matrix in the frequency domain with the following axes:
scanning position x, scanning position y, and frequency. The
amplitude value of the frequency components is registered
for all of the scanning grid positions. The present research did
not study the signal phase or time of arrival, which also contains information about the specimen. In LURS, the entire
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3-dimensional scan data matrix in the time and frequency
domains is analyzed. This is achieved by slicing the matrix
into various cross-sectional images: B-scans, C-scans and Fscans [8]. The recently developed experimental equipment
allowed us to acquire the broadband US spectrum at each grid
point in the scanned area. Thus, the presentation of the data
in frequency domain B-scans gained a great deal of importance. In the growing field of broadband US inspection, it is
advantageous to refer to these as S-scans (spectrum scans).
In the following, we will provide a brief review of the
previous experiments that analyzed broadband US spectrum for specimen characterization. These range from the
1970s, when the first experiments were conducted using an
immersion testing setup in which the broadband frequency
range was more easily achieved through water coupling [9,
10], until the present. A review of the early applications of
ultrasonic spectral analysis to nondestructive evaluation was
provided by Fitting and Adler [11].
Ultrasonic spectroscopy is challenging when applied to
ACU testing methods. However, there are some alternatives to piezoelectric transducers that have a frequency range
broad enough for ultrasonic spectroscopy, e.g., electrostatic
(or capacitance) transducers [12, 13]. By applying pulsed
US excitation, the thickness resonance (TR) frequency of
the specimen plates of different material or thickness was
detected in a through-transmission setup using two electrostatic transducers.
Laser-induced ultrasound is an efficient alternative for
generating broadband US since it allows generation of short
shock waves by means of the thermal (an ablation regime
is also feasible) expansion of the illuminated area directly
in the specimen [14]. Spectral analysis of US captured via
piezoelectric transducer [15, 16] and laser interferometer [17]
was performed to obtain information about the specimen. In
[15], the level of porosity in carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) was measured by observing the resonance peak
of attenuation (amplitude and bandwidth) in the frequency
domain using water as a couplant medium. The porosity
in a laser welding aluminum joint was detected in [17],
by observing B-scans of different frequency-bandwidths.
In [16] laser-generated US was captured by a piezoelectric
transducer. The CFRP including flat-bottom hole and delamination was studied on C-scans and Lamb wave tomography
images. A similar experimental setup as the one used in
our experiment has already been applied to the inspection
of impact damage in biocomposites [18]. The only parameter being analyzed on the US signal captured by the optical
microphone was amplitude in the time domain.
An extensive study on local defect resonances (LDR)
was conducted by Solodov and Kreutzbruck [19–21]. They
analyzed the natural oscillations of flat-bottom holes, delaminations, undulations, and adhesive disbonds. The defects
were excited by tunable contact and contact-free (piezoelec-
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Fig. 1 The back (a) and the front (b) side of the specimen. In (c) the approximate locations of the flat-bottom hole (1), delaminations (2) and
aluminum inclusions (3) are marked. The white rectangle with the coordinate system denotes the scan area

tric loudspeakers) transducers. For imaging of the defects,
emitting sound at their local defect resonance, air-coupled
transducers, microphone or laser vibrometers were used,
depending on the frequency range of interest, which was
mostly audible sound or near-US (several hundred kHz).
Their experiments were supplemented by separate experiments using a piezoelectric patch to activate and a laser
vibrometer to detect the local defect resonances [22, 23].
In using LURS, we are combining the local defect resonance approach with the classical US inspection. The local
resonance behavior of the specimen can then also be analyzed
in the US frequency range, where the information-carrying
frequencies of more delicate features (inclusions, material
changes) are situated.

2 Specimen Description
The specimen was a 30 × 30 cm CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer) plate of 4.1 mm thickness [24]. The plate was
made of 15 carbon fiber layers with a thickness of 0.27 mm
(0°, 90° alternating orientation). Epoxy resin was used as a
matrix. The scanned area of the specimen is marked with
the white frame in Fig. 1. Red lines mark the cross-sectional
locations in the x and y scanning directions in which detailed

LURS was performed in B-scans (Figs. 4 and 5) and S-scans
(Figs. 6 and 7).
Three different features (simulated defects) were located
in the inspected area of the specimen. The first was a
flat-bottom hole (number 1) centered at (35 mm, 25 mm)
(scanning position x, scanning position y). It had a diameter of 9.5 mm. The remaining thickness under the hole was
approximately 0.29 mm. Due to the drilling process, the
remaining layer was slightly bulged out of the surface, as
seen in Fig. 1b).
The second feature type was a simulated delamination
(number 2) created at three locations that lie (not fully) within
the scan area. The each delamination was created by placing a pair of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) films (0.1 mm
thickness) between the carbon fiber layers during the manufacturing process of the plate. The PTFE film pair had
dimensions of approximately 15 mm × 20 mm. Delaminations were located at depths between 1.5 and 2 mm from
the front side of the specimen. By embedding the PTFE pair
in the plate, we achieved the mechanical detachment of the
matrix between two fiber layers. The simulated delaminations are not clearly visible by computer tomography (CT).
We assume that PTFE films are what we were actually detecting by CT rather than the delamination itself.
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Fig. 2 Scheme and photo of the LURS experimental setup: US is excited by the pulse laser on the front side of the plate. The optical microphone
is located on the other side of the plate

The third feature was located below 15 mm scanning position x (number 3). In this area individual fiber layers were
replaced by the three pieces of aluminum foil having approximately the same thickness. At least one carbon fiber layer
lay between individual aluminum films. Consequently, the
matrix came in contact with both sides of the film and the
aluminum was adhesively connected to the CFRP, thus simulating the inclusion defect.
Due to the challenging (plate) geometry of the CT scan,
the locations of the aluminum foils were determined at a
limited precision. Their approximate location is marked with
the blue overlapping squares in the area marked as (number 3)
in Fig. 1. The foils were shifted with respect to one another
in the in-plane direction. As a result, we had areas in the
specimen in which either one, two, or three aluminum layers
were above each other across the thickness of the plate. The
number of aluminum layers can be identified in Fig. 1 by the
blue color intensity.

3 Description of LURS Setup
Laser-induced US appears to be the only method capable of inducing high-intensity US over a frequency range
broad enough to effectively perform LURS on CFRP plates
several mm thick. We used a Nd-YAG frequency-doubled, qswitched pulse laser with a wavelength of 532 nm to generate
the blast US waves in the specimen. The laser source was part
of US excitation system provided by Xarion Laser Acoustics.
The maximal laser pulse repetition rate was 20 Hz. Over the
output optic, the laser light was collimated on 8 mm diameter
w (95% intensity level). The laser pulse peak intensity was
low enough not to exceed the ablation threshold; the US was
induced in the thermoelastic regime.
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In LURS, a broadband US source needs to be combined
with a broadband US detector. We used an Eta450 Ultra optical microphone made by Xarion Laser Acoustics. The optical
microphone does not have any moving parts, as is normally
the case for conventional US receivers (piezoelectric material or membrane). It measures the US directly in the air
by measuring the change of the refractive index as acoustic waves travel through the Fabry-Pérot etalon [18, 25–27].
However, the housing of the microphone itself (or the etalon
mirrors) can have a certain natural behavior which could
affect the signal. The optical microphone has a frequency
range from near-DC to approximately 3 MHz. The sensitivity is 100 mV/Pa, and the self-noise at the full bandwidth (as
specified by the manufacturer) is 10 mPa.
The US source and the detector were arranged in a
through-transmission setup (Fig. 2) with the laser illuminating the front side of the plate as defined in Fig. 2. The optical
microphone was placed in the middle of the laser beam axis
on the other side of the plate. US was induced directly in
the specimen by the laser pulse. On the receiver side, US
was transmitted through an air gap of approximately 4 mm
between the specimen and the sensitive part (Fabry-Pérot
etalon) of the optical microphone. For LURS, it is advantageous to have the specimen mechanically released at the
measurement location (ACU) in order to ensure free local
mechanical oscillations. Since we are only considering local
oscillations, the clamping of the whole specimen does not
have a significant influence on the LURS results.
All of the results of the LURS analysis described in this
work were obtained from a single scan 38 min long. The
laser beam was used simultaneously with the optical microphone driven over the 60 × 30 mm area of the CFRP plate
while inducing the US at 301 × 151 grid points (0.2 mm
increment length). At each scanning location, the optical
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Fig. 3 The typical signal from optical microphone at the undamaged location with its frequency spectrum: in full length (long time interval) (a) and
zoomed to the short time interval (c). b is the frequency spectrum of the long time interval signal and d is the frequency spectrum of the short time
interval

microphone captured the US while being externally triggered by the control unit. No averaging was applied. The
signal was digitalized (14-bit values) at a 25 MHz sampling
frequency. The sufficient spatial resolution was achieved by
small-sized sensitive area of the optical microphone: approximately 0.4 mm2 , as specified by the manufacturer. For
additional details about the experimental setup, please refer
to [28].

4 Results of LURS Scan and Discussion
4.1 Typical Signal at Undamaged Location
Since the present research is studying the mechanical behavior of plates over a broadband frequency range, it is advantageous to define two ranges of interest in the frequency
domain. We refer to them as the sub-thickness resonance
frequency range (STR-FR) and the thickness resonance
frequency range (TR-FR). In the STR-FR, local defect reso-

nances, the lower-mode asymmetric plate oscillations (lamb
waves), and mechanical oscillation of the full body predominate. The TR-FR was comprised of the TR (first symmetric
plate oscillation—lamb wave) and its high-order resonances.
The dividing frequency was defined as the TR frequency
reduced by a certain factor (e.g., 0.8). As a result, we ensured
that all of the observed phenomena of the TR lay in the
TR-FR. The dividing frequency was dependent on the US
pressure wave velocity (perpendicular to the fiber orientation) and the plate thickness. For our specimen, this amounted
to 0.8 × 330 kHz  264 kHz since the TR frequency of the
specimen was approximately 330 kHz. We require a longer
time window for the signal in the STR-FR signal analysis. In
contrast, a shorter time window is sufficient for the TR-FR.
We are defining a short time window as the interval confined between the signal’s first brake moment and the first
in-air reflection of US between the optical microphone and
the specimen (marked as a3 in Fig. 3). Long time window
is the time interval of the full wave train. This separation is
necessary because the low frequency oscillation lasts longer
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Fig. 4 B-scan at y  3 mm scanning position. The cross-sectional cut goes over three delaminations (located at number 1) and inclusion (located
at number 5)

than the time between the in-air US reflection between the
optical microphone and the specimen. In another respect,
these reflections disturbed the high-frequency analysis of the
signal. The following analysis provides a separate indication
of which frequency range was used.
Figure 3a shows the full length of the signal (long time
interval) along with its frequency spectrum Fig. 3b. The red
lines mark the short time interval, an exploded view of which
is shown in Fig. 3c. Figure 3d shows a frequency spectrum
of a short time interval signal. The signal shown refers to the
scanning position at which the laser illuminates the undamaged part of the specimen. The amplitudes of the frequency
spectrum are normalized to its maximum value.
In Fig. 3a, one can observe at least two in-air reflections
of US between the specimen and the optical microphone (a3
and a5). They can be distinguished as higher-frequency signal
oscillations superimposing the lowerfrequency signal oscillations, which result from the bending-mode oscillations of
the specimen plate or the LDR oscillations. The latter can be
detected also at the damage-free area, since they have higher
amplitude and are less attenuated in air than the higher frequency US components (e.g. TR). This effect can also be
observed in the Fig. 6.
In zooming in to the short time interval, we can observe
in-plate wave reflections at a period of approximately 3.0 µs.
Given this value and the plate thickness, we can calculate the
approximate (and averaged over the plate thickness) pressure
wave US velocity in CFRP perpendicular to fiber direction:
2 × 4.1 mm / 3.0 µs  2700 m/s. The same velocity can
also be obtained by the TR of the plate: 330 kHz. This is in
agreement with the value expected for CFRP.
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The shape of the frequency spectrum changes by reducing the length of the signal. Numerical frequency resolution
decreases—being inverse value of the time window. Lower
frequencies become less pronounced. Their amplitudes
decrease while the frequency peaks in the high-frequency
range have a more defined shape (comparing Fig. 3b–d). The
TR and seven higher-order resonances of TR are visible.

4.2 B-scans
In the following, the data obtained by a single LURS scan
are presented in B-scans, C-scans, F-scans and newly defined
S-scan (B-scans in frequency domain). Figure 4 shows a
characteristic cross-sectional image at y  3 mm scanning
position. The abscissa is scanning position x, and the ordinate is time. The signal amplitude is shown in grayscale, as
captured by optical microphone in a B-scan.
The cross-sectional cut is performed over all three delaminations and the inclusion area (aluminum foils) (refer to
Fig. 1c).The B-scan is shown in the long and short time window.
In Fig. 4 (above and below number 1), we can observe lowfrequency, long-lasting natural oscillations of the delaminations, which have a relatively high amplitude. The recorded
oscillation is a consequence of a complex mechanic behavior of a delamination. However, the shape of the signal for
the compression and the extension phase of the delamination
is the same, having the inverted sign—no amplitude hysteresis can be observed. Thus the presence of the non-linear
mechanic oscillation of the delamination cannot be deduced
from the recorded signal [29].
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4.3 S-scans (B-scans in Frequency Domain)

Fig. 5 B-scan at x  35 mm scanning position. The cross-sectional cut
goes over a delamination (located at number 2) and flat-bottom hole
(located at number 3)

We can see at least two in-air reflections of the US between
optical microphone and specimen plate (Fig. 4: thin high frequency lines above number 2). If we zoom into the small
time window (before in-air reflections), we can distinguish
in-plate US reflections (Fig. 4: white lines above number
3). These reflections are present only in the non-delaminated
areas of the specimen. Therefore, they are a good indicator of
the delamination in which the US of this frequency is strongly
dissipated. The oscillations with a frequency approximately
double of the TR are present at the delaminated area, which
are due to the reflections of US on the delaminations and
characteristically arrive before the back-side plate echo (first
in-plane reflection). They have comparatively small amplitude and are thus hardly seen in Fig. 4 below number 4. The
reflections from the inclusion defects cannot be significantly
distinguished below number 5 in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows a B-scan at x  35 mm scanning position.
The cross-sectional cut is performed over the delamination
and the flat-bottom hole (refer to Fig. 1c).
The remaining layer of the flat-bottom hole is strongly
excited in its natural oscillations by the laser pulse. This can
be observed in periodical changes of black and white color
below and above number 1, where the pattern of the natural oscillation can be observed. Below the number 2, we
can observe the lack of high-frequency in-plate reflections
that is caused by the delamination. The arrival of the first
high-frequency wave train is delayed at the flat-bottom-hole
location because the US needs to travel the longer distance
through air there (below number 3), comparing to the rest of
the scanning area.

Additional information can be obtained from the signal via a
spectral analysis thereof. We thus applied the Fourier transform to a time signal for all of the scanning positions. As a
result, we obtained a second 3-dimensional data matrix with
the following axes: scan direction x, scan direction y, and
frequency. Each matrix element is a relative amplitude value
(referring to the maximal of the whole matrix) of certain
frequency and at certain scanning location.
Figure 6 shows a cross-sectional image of scan data matrix
in the frequency domain at y  3 mm scanning position. Figure 6 is Fig. 4 converted to the frequency domain. Again, we
analyzed the signal in two frequency ranges: TR-FR (Fig. 4
left) and STR-FR (Fig. 4 right). For the TR-FR analysis of
the signal, we used the small time window, and the long time
window for the STR-FR analysis. Therefore, the zoomed Sscan (Fig. 4 right) has a better frequency resolution than the
full range (Fig. 4 left). To make higher-order resonances of
the TR more apparent, the amplitude shown in grayscale at
the left of Fig. 4 left was expressed relatively to the maximum value of TR-FR and not to the maximal value of the
full frequency range. The data presentation is therefore more
transparent than when using logarithmic grayscale values.
The LDR of the delaminations are clearly visible (frequency peaks above number 1 in Fig. 6) at 33 kHz, 58 kHz,
83 kHz, and 110 kHz. Different delaminations respond
with different characteristic natural frequencies. The frequency spectrum can therefore be seen as the delamination’s
footprint. Further analysis of the delamination’s LDR is performed in Fig. 8.
The TR is clearly visible at the delamination-free area
(frequency peak at approximately 330 kHz above number 2
and 3 in Fig. 6). We can also observe higher-order resonances
of TR (above and below number 2 and 3 in Fig. 6). The US
velocity in aluminum is higher than in CFRP (parallel to fiber
orientation). Therefore, the in-plate reflections in the area of
the specimen with inclusions have slightly shorter periods
than reflections in the full-CFRP portion of the specimen.
The increase of TR frequency in the inclusion area is hardly
distinguishable (frequency peak at approximately 360 kHz
above number 3 in Fig. 6), however, it is significant enough
to make the inclusions visible in an F-scan (Fig. 10a).
Figure 7 shows a cross-sectional image of the scan data
matrix in frequency domain at x  35 mm scanning position.
Figure 7 is Fig. 5 converted to the frequency domain.
The flat-bottom hole in the specimen plate has a natural
frequency at 25 kHz (Fig. 7, number 1). The higher intensity
of the US is transmitted through the remaining thickness of
the flat-bottom hole as compared to the full-thickness plate.
The LDR of the delamination has lower amplitude comparing to the LDR of the flat-bottom hole. They are located
at number 2, but not visible in the grayscale range of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 S-scan (B-scan in frequency domain) at y  3 mm scanning position. The cross-sectional cut goes over three delaminations (located at
number 1) and inclusion (located at number 3)

Fig. 7 S-scan (B-scan in frequency domain) at x  35 mm scanning
position. The cross-sectional cut goes over a delamination (located at
number 2) and flat-bottom hole (located at number 1)

4.4 C-scans
We first analyzed the STR-FR which was of interest for the
local resonance analysis of the features. Regarding C-scans,
it must be specified how the amplitude value was obtained.
Commonly, mean amplitude (or maximal amplitude) within
the specified frequency interval or time window is coded in
grayscale. If the frequency (or time) interval is comparatively
small (e.g. below 5% of its mean value), specifying the mean
value suffices.
Figure 8 shows C-scans obtained from the frequency
domain. In this case, the 3-dimensional scan data matrix in
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frequency domain is cut in the scanning position—scanning
position plane (the remaining two orthogonal slice directions
are S-scans in Figs. 6 and 7). For each C-scan, the frequency
at which the cross-sectional image was obtained is explicitly
labeled. Note that the amplitude value represents the average
over the frequency discretization interval. The frequencies
were chosen to fit the LDR frequency peaks of the flat-bottom
hole and delaminations (frequency peaks above number 1 in
Fig. 6 and below number 1 in Fig. 7). For all the scanning
locations, the amplitude value is expressed relative to the
maximal amplitude value of each respective C-scan.
At 25 kHz, we can observe the flat-bottom hole oscillating
at its (0, 1) eigenmode (Fig. 8, number 1). The vibration of
the delamination is a complex mechanical problem. It was
researched on a numerical model in [29–31]. Some typical eigenmode shapes of the delamination are observable
at their LDR frequencies in the Fig. 8. The two delaminations appear to oscillate at their (1, 1) eigenmode at different
natural frequencies—33 kHz and 46 kHz (Fig. 8, number
2). The frequencies at which the delaminations oscillate at
higher modes are similar for both delaminations. At 58 kHz,
the amplitude shape of LDR reminds on (1, 2) (number 3),
at 83 kHz on (1, 3) (number 4) and at 110 kHz on (1, 4)
eigenmode (number 5).
We estimated the order of magnitude of the LDR frequencies of the delaminations and the flat-bottom hole. In
the first approximation, the oscillations of the flat-bottom
hole and delaminations can be modeled by the analytical
solution for circular and rectangular plate, respectively [20,
32]. The following assumptions were made for this simplified model: the deformability of the damage is much higher
than that of the undamaged plate—the clamped edge is used
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Fig. 8 C-scan at selected frequencies labeled in upper-left corner. Shapes that reminds on eigenmodes of flat-bottom hole (number 1) and delaminations (number 2–5) are visible

as the boundary condition; the composite material is homogeneous and isotropic with a Young’s modulus of 68 GPa
(mean value), Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, and mass density of
1600 kg/m3 (values for the material used: T700/MTM57);
for the delaminations, the interface of the disbanded laminates is mechanically decoupled and located in the middle of
the plate thickness. Assuming these simplifications, the LDR
frequencies can be calculated from the equations described
in [32]. The first LDR frequency results in approximately
10 kHz for the flat-bottom hole and approximately 80 kHz
for the delaminations.
The seventh C-scan is shown in Fig. 9, where the mean
amplitude value of the US frequencies in TR-FR (between
264 kHz and 3 MHz) is coded in the grayscale. The upper
frequency limit (3 MHz) was defined according to the optical microphone’s sensitivity range. The US amplitude is
expressed relative to the maximal value of all the scanning
position, excluding the flat-bottom hole. The US amplitude
in TR-FR is significantly higher there, because of the small
thickness of the remaining layer under the hole (number 1 in

Fig. 9). This can be observed also in S-scan in Fig. 7 below
number 1.
The TR-FR is highly sensitive with respect to delaminations. The TR amplitude peak, with its higher-order
resonances, is strongly attenuated due to the detached fiber
layers. Almost no US of this frequency range is transmitted
through the delaminations (number 2 in Fig. 9). Furthermore,
flat-bottom hole is clearly visible (number 1 in Fig. 9). Aluminum inclusions are not distinguishable.

4.5 F-scans
While the US amplitude in TR-FR is carrying the information about the attenuation level of US in specimen, it is the
most suitable for the detection of features which deliver additional material-air interfaces (cracks, delaminations, kissing
bonds, porosity, voids). In contrast, if the feature does not
cause comprehensive impedance changes (i.e. order of magnitude), almost the same US intensity is transmitted through
the feature as through the feature-free material. As a result,
changes in mechanical properties of the material or inclusions
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Fig. 9 C-scan with the mean amplitude value in the frequency interval 0.26–4 MHz coded in grayscale. Flat-bottom hole (number 1) and
delaminations (number 2) are clearly visible. Aluminum inclusions are
not distinguishable

of foreign material (impurities) cannot be detected. However,
they have a significant influence on the local resonance of
the specimen—on the TR and its higher-order resonances
in the case of plates. On the other hand, we can also interpret it according to the wave theory: depending on the local
mechanical properties of the plate, the US velocity locally
changes, which can be seen in the change of the period of the
in-plate reflections.
The US velocity (longitudinal waves) in aluminum is
approximately 6300 m/s, which is a factor 2.3 larger than
the specimen plate used in this experiment (approximately
2700 m/s perpendicularly to fiber orientation). For each of
the CFRP layers (out of 15) which were exchanged by aluminum foil, the TR frequency increases by approximately
8.7% (1.3/15) from the initial TR frequency—i.e. 28.6 kHz
for our specimen.
In the F-scan shown in Fig. 10, the frequency peak value
of the local TR of the specimen plate is coded in grayscale
for all the scanning positions. To visualize the aluminum
inclusions, the first TR (a) and fourth higher harmonic (b)
turned out to be the most suitable. This choice depends on
the nature of this feature and on the experimental setup itself
(the optical microphone’s frequency range and its frequency
dependent sensitivity). The frequency peak of the first TR
is determined in the range of 310–370 kHz, and the fourth
higher harmonic in the range of 1.32–1.44 MHz. Grayscale
is expressed absolutely in separate bars.
In contrast to the C-scan, the F-scans reveal also the aluminum inclusion (number 1). It is possible to determine the
area where at least one inclusion is located, but not the exact
number of overlapping foils. The first TR exhibits a significant decrease in frequency at scanning positions y higher
than 23 mm, where aluminum inclusions are located (num-
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Fig. 10 F-scan of 0.31–0.37 MHz (a) and 1.32–1.44 MHz (b) frequency
range. The frequency of first thickness resonance (a) and its forth higher
harmonic (b) is coded in grayscale

ber 1 in Fig. 10a). The frequency transition correlates with the
horizontal borderline of one inclusion. The second (vertical)
borderline cannot be clearly detected from the first TR frequency. The surface, where at least one inclusion is located,
can be more easily determined from forth higher harmonic
of TR (Fig. 10b). The borderline is clear at the area with no
delamination. In contrast, the intrusions cannot be detected,
if they overlap with the delamination, because almost no US
of TR-RF is transmitted through the specimen there. Therefore, the delaminations can be detected as the surfaces with
higher noise level in Fig. 10 (number 2). Their boundaries can
be determined comparatively well. Flat-bottom hole, which
transmits high intensity of US in TR-FR range, is located at
number 3.

5 Conclusions
We introduced a new US inspection and signal interpretation
approach, which was given the name of LURS. It was initi-
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ated by a novel experimental setup which is capable of the
effective generation and detection of US ranging from several kHz to several MHz. We considered the full frequency
range integrally by way of observing the local resonance in
US spectrum.
The LURS can be described as consisting of the following
steps:
– broadband local excitation and acquisition of the US for
all the scanning positions,
– organizing the data in 3-dimensional data matrix and its
conversion to frequency domain,
– investigation of data matrix by observing B- and S-scans
and identification of the characteristic frequencies, which
carry the information about the features of the specimen. Characteristic frequencies can either be a local
resonance of the features/defects (STR-FR for plates) or
local resonance of the specimen itself (TR-FR for plates).
A parameter for visualizing the features can also be an
amount of high frequency US components—this is complementary to classical ultrasonic inspection.
– visualization of the features, by plotting amplitude or
frequency shift of characteristic frequencies in C- and Fscans,
– classification of the features according to its form and local
resonance frequency.
In this work, we demonstrated LURS on a CFRP plate
that included a flat-bottom hole, simulated delaminations and
aluminum inclusions. It is possible to visualize all of these
features through LURS. We determined the LDR of the flatbottom hole and of simulated delaminations. We visualized
the delaminations via the absence of high frequency components of US. We showed that aluminum inclusions effect TR
and its fourth higher harmonic. This was visualized through
the F-scans.
The advantages of LURS are the following. It makes the
observation of local resonant behavior and ultrasonic wave
propagation possible by performing a single measurement.
The type and form of the feature can be classified. Since it is
based on US, LURS is more highly sensitive to delaminations
and other features that have a strong effect on mechanical
properties of the specimen in comparison to radiography
methods. Compared to classical US methods, LURS can
be ad hoc more sensitive to certain features since it detects
changes of local resonance behavior of the specimen which
are strongly dependent on the local mechanical (geometrical, material etc.) properties. It is contact-free and allows
relatively fast performance of a scan.
The disadvantages are that LURS—at this stage of development—requires manual analysis of the spectrum in order to
determine characteristic information-carrying frequencies.
Certain knowledge of the nature of single feature is required
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for this purpose. LURS necessitates handling with higher
data quantities (scan data matrix). Since LURS is US-based,
it is less sensitive to aluminum inclusions than radiology
methods. However, this can be seen also as an advantage,
since it allows selective detection of features that affect the
mechanical properties of the specimen (e.g., adhesive disbonds between aluminum and CFRP). The disadvantages are
further associated with laser safety.
The goal of our future work is to develop a computer-based
tool which will be able to resolve the local specimen’s properties from the US spectrum obtained by means of LURS. In
terms of reverse engineering, geometrical, material and quality condition properties of the specimen are to be obtained
automatically. The characteristic information-carrying frequencies of the US spectrum can also be obtained by means
of machine learning algorithms.
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